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• http://www.nlrc.aoa.gov/

• Collaboration developed by the Administration on Aging 
between the National Consumer Law Center, National 
Senior Citizens Law Center, American Bar Association 
Commission on Law and Aging, Center for Elder Rights 
Advocacy, and the Center for Social Gerontology 

• See upcoming trainings, conferences, and webinars

• Request a training

• Request consulting

• Request technical assistance

• Access articles and resources



National Consumer Law Center

WWW.NCLC.ORG

• Case Consulting

• Intake for Advocates:  617-542-8010

• Trainings, Webinars, Conferences

• Litigation

• Legislative and Rulemaking Campaigns

• Consumer Law Manuals

• NCLC Reports

• Listserves

• Online resources, issues



Presenter – Robert J. Hobbs
• Has specialized in consumer credit issues, with particular 

attention to fair debt collection practices, in his more than 30
years at the National Consumer Law Center, Inc. (NCLC).  

• He is Deputy Director of NCLC; a former member of the 
Consumer Advisory Council to the Federal Reserve Board; a 
founder, former Director and Treasurer of the National 
Association of Consumer Advocates, Inc.

• He writes NCLC’s popular treatise Fair Debt Collection (6th 
Ed.); the bimonthly newsletter, NCLC REPORTS, on fair debt 
collection and repossession; and The Practice of Consumer 
Law (2nd Ed. 2006); and he edits NCLC’s annual volume 
Consumer Law Pleadings.  

• He testified on and proposed amendments adopted as part of 
the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act and the Truth in Lending 
Act, and participated in the drafting of NCLC's Model 
Consumer Credit Code (1974).  

• He was the designated consumer representative in two 
Federal Trade Commission rulemakings to regulate creditor 
remedies and to preserve consumers' claims and defenses.  



Presenter – Claudia Wilner

• Senior Staff Attorney with the Neighborhood Economic 
Development Advocacy Project (NEDAP) in New York 
City.

• She directs NEDAP's Consumer Law Project, which 
provides legal representation, advice, self-help materials, 
and referrals to low-income individuals in the areas of 
debt collection, credit reporting, and unfair lending 
practices.

• She has brought groundbreaking litigation and led 
successful policy reform efforts to curb abusive debt 
collection practices in New York.

• She is a member of the Civil Court Committee of the 
Association of the Bar of the City of New York and the 
New York City Civil Court’s Consumer Services Advisory 

Committee.



Presenter – Robert W. Murphy

• Is in private practice in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, 
focusing on consumer class action litigation. 

• He presently serves as an adjunct professor of law at 
the University of Florida College of Law in Gainesville 
Florida. 

• He is a past chair of the Consumer Protection Law 
Committee of The Florida Bar and is a Board Member 
for the National Association of Consumer Advocates. 

• Mr. Murphy has been lead counsel in a wide variety of 
state-wide, regional and national consumer class 
actions throughout the United States. 

• In 2003, Mr. Murphy obtained the first contested 
certified class under the Florida Retail Installment 
Sales Act as reported in Brown v. SCI Funeral 
Services of Florida, 212 F.R.D.602 (S.D. Fla. 2003), 
which was described in the South Florida Business 
Review as one of the most significant cases in South 
Florida in 2003. 

• E-mail rphyu@aol.com. 
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Poll #1: Who Are You?

1) Legal Aid Attorney.

2) NACA Attorney.

3) Debt collection professional.

4) Government worker. 

5) Other type of lawyer, counselor or advocate.

.



Introduction to Representing Consumers Abused by 
Debt Collectors

Three parts to this webinar:

– FDCPA Claims For Deceptive Debt Collection Letters,
Bob Hobbs

– Developing a Debt Collection Harassment Case, Bob 
Murphy

– Developing a Debt Collection Class Action, Claudia Wilner



Consumer Complaints About Collections Reported to FTC
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Introduction to Representing Consumers Abused by 
Debt Collectors

• There is a lot of law on fair debt collection 
practices, and we can only cover a few illustrative 
types of claims.

• At the end of my presentation I will recommend 
additional resources to dig deeper into this area 
of the law.

• A good starting point is NCLC’s Fair Debt 

Collection treatise—now 1124 pages



Introduction to Representing Consumers Abused by 
Debt Collectors

• Law available to consumers includes:

– Fair Debt Collection Practices Act (FDCPA)

– State Debt Collection Statutes

– State Unfair and Deceptive Acts and Practices Acts 
(UDAP) (general state consumer protection statutes)

– State tort law

• Intentional Infliction of Mental Distress

• Invasion of Privacy

• Etc.



• Protects consumers not businesses

• Covers (if regularly collecting debts)

– collection agencies 

– debt buyers

– collection lawyers

• Excludes creditors (look to state protections)

• Written with both very broad and very specific 
requirements

• Remedies

– Actual damages

– Statutory damages up to $1000

– Reasonable attorney fees

Introduction to FDCPA, 15 U.S.C. § 1692



FDCPA Claims For Deceptive Debt Collection Letters

15 U.S.C. § 1692e 

False or misleading representations

A debt collector may not use any false, deceptive, or 
misleading representation or means in connection with 
the collection of any debt. Without limiting the general 
application of the foregoing, the

following conduct is a violation of this section:

…(5) The threat to take any action that cannot legally 
be taken or that is not intended to be taken.



REDACTED DEBT COLLECTION LETTER
(LAW FIRM LETTERHEAD REMOVED)
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REDACTED DEBT COLLECTION LETTER
(LAW FIRM LETTERHEAD REMOVED)



REDACTED DEBT COLLECTION LETTER
(LAW FIRM LETTERHEAD REMOVED)

If you want to resolve this matter without a lawsuit, 
you must, within one week of the date of this letter, either 
pay Southwest Anesthia Consultants the $92.40 that you 
owe (unless already paid) or call and work out 
arrangements for payment with my office. If you do neither 
of these things, I will be entitled to file a lawsuit against you 
for the collection of this debt when the week is over.

•Is this a threat of suit? 

•Is it false?



For More Information on Legal Remedies

to Fight Debt Collector Abuses
See NCLC’s Fair Debt Collection and Guide to Surviving Debt:

Visit 
www.consumerlaw.org

The Definitive Legal 
Practice Publications

from National Consumer

Law Center



Excerpt from NCLC’s Fair Debt Collection p. 207 (6th Ed. 2008)



FDCPA Claims For Deceptive Debt Collection Letters

This is a FDCPA claim that could win in some 
courts and lose in others:

– Brown v. Card Serv. Ctr., 464 F.3d 450 (3d Cir. 2006). 
The complaint stated a claim for using misleading 
means in violation of § 1692e where the collector’s 
letter stated that nonpayment ‘‘could’’ result in an 
attorney referral and suit being filed but the consumer 
alleged that in fact the collector had no intention of 
making such a referral.  



FDCPA Claims For Deceptive Debt Collection Letters

BUT SEE:

– Owsley v. Coldata, Inc., 2004 WL 1690178 (5th Cir. 
July 29, 2004) (unpublished). Statement in dunning 
letter that her account was ‘‘scheduled to be returned 
to [her] creditor who may [inter alia] . . . Secure advice 
of counsel regarding appropriate steps to be taken to 
enforce payment,’’ although suggesting that the 
collector had counsel on retainer and that the stakes 
might be raised in the future, would not lead a recipient 
to believe that legal action was imminent.



FDCPA Claims For Deceptive Debt Collection Letters

This would be a good case for talking to an 
experienced NACA attorney about co-counseling:

- Does this attorney sue on this small a debt?

- How do the local courts respond to suits 
against lawyers?

-Does this lawyer regularly collect consumer 
debts bringing him within the FDCPA’s 
coverage?

Search for co-counsel with the lawyer 

directory at www.naca.net



REDACTED DEBT COLLECTION LETTER
(LAW FIRM LETTERHEAD REMOVED)



REDACTED DEBT COLLECTION LETTER
(LAW FIRM LETTERHEAD REMOVED)

Southwest Anesthesia Consultants has retained me to  
collect from you the entire balance past due on your 
account, which as of March 23, 2005, was $92.50…If you 
want to resolve this matter without a lawsuit…”

Is this a threat to sue on a time barred debt?



Excerpt from NCLC’s Fair Debt Collection p. 207 (6th Ed. 2008)



“Kimber” violation

• Kimber v. Federal Financial Corp., 668 F. Supp. 
1480 (M.D. Ala. 1987), leading case.

• Followed and distinguished by Freyermouth v. 
Credit Bureau Services, Inc., 248 F.3d 767 (8th

Cir. 2001) (Debt collector may ask for payment 
on time barred debt but may not threaten to 
sue.).

• Statute of limitations may appear to be a simple 
legal issue but may become very complicated if 
the contract contains a choice of law provision, 
see NCLC’s Collection Actions §§ 3.5.3.1, 3.5.3.2 
(2nd Ed. 2011).



Questions??
You can type in questions in the 
Questions box on the control panel for the 
webinar, and we will address several of 
them in a minute or two.

Please limit your questions to the FDCPA 
and illustrations given at this time.  There 
will be two segments for other questions 
following this segment.



Stopping Debt Collection Harassment and 

Responding to Debt Collection Suits (May 2009)

Robert J. Hobbs
National Consumer Law Center®

Michelle A. Weinberg
Legal Assistance Foundation of Metropolitan Chicago

Support from the Administration on Aging

Prior Webinar Available Free on www.nclc.org :

Resources Available for Fair Debt Collection Suits



SAVE THE DATE!

The Consumer Rights Litigation Conference
and 

The Consumer Class Action Symposium

November 3-6, 2011 in Chicago



SUBSCRIBE TO NCLC REPORTS NEWSLETTER

Subcribe on line
at NCLC.org or 
call NCLC 
publications at 
617 542 9595



For More Information on Legal Remedies

to Fight Debt Collector Abuses
See NCLC’s Fair Debt Collection and Guide to Surviving Debt:

Visit 
www.consumerlaw.org

The Definitive Legal 
Practice Publications

from National Consumer

Law Center

Order the FDC Current 

Edition with Supplement 
Now and Get the New       

7th Edition FREE in August 

2011 !



FDCPA Claims For Deceptive Debt Collection Letters

SAVE THE DATE: 

Annual Fair Debt Collection Practices 
Training Conference 

Feb. 22 - 23 , 2012

Full two days of intensive training on

developing suits against debt collectors.



Developing a Debt Collection 
Class Action

Claudia Wilner
Senior Staff Attorney, NEDAP
212-680-5100 | claudia@nedap.org 

What is a class action?

• A lawsuit brought by an individual or individuals 
on behalf of a group of people who have the 
same interest and have suffered the same injury.

• The claims must be subject to common proof.

• Governed by Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 
(FRCP) 23.



Why File FDCPA Class Actions?
• Class actions have more impact
▫ Debt collectors take them more seriously
▫ Damage awards are higher more deterrence
▫ Opportunity to obtain relief for more people
▫ Opportunity to negotiate settlements that include consent 

decrees to change behavior

• Opportunity to earn more attorney’s fees
▫ Potentially good source of funding for legal services 

programs or for riskier litigation in other areas

• Build relationships with NACA lawyers in your area who 
would be excited to cocounsel cases with you

Structure of FRCP 23
• FRCP 23(a) sets forth four prerequisites that must be present 

in every class action:
▫ Numerosity
▫ Commonality
▫ Typicality
▫ Adequacy

• FRCP 23(b) sets forth four types of class actions that can be 
certified.  FDCPA claims usually fall under Rule 23(b)(3), 
which additionally requires:
▫ Predominance
▫ Superiority

• Plaintiff must establish each of these elements with evidence 
from the record



Numerosity – FRCP 23(a)(1)
• “The class is so numerous that joinder of all 

members is impracticable.”

• There is no specific number, but Newberg states that 
numerosity should be presumed at 40 members.

• Plaintiff may need to conduct discovery to ascertain 
the size of the class – e.g., if class is based on a letter 
violation, Plaintiff would need to know the number 
of letters that went out.

Commonality – FRCP 23(a)(2)
• “There are questions of law and fact common to the class.”

▫ One common question is enough.
▫ But the common question(s) must be so central to the plaintiffs’ claims that 

answering the question(s) will resolve each person’s claim in one stroke 

• Recent Supreme Court decision:  Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Dukes
▫ Nationwide class alleging discrimination against female employees.  
▫ Plaintiffs alleged that Wal-Mart had an official policy of allowing lower level 

employees complete discretion over hiring and employment decisions, and that 
these employees exercised their discretion in a discriminatory manner.  

▫ Evidence of discrimination included:  (a) statistical evidence of pay and 
promotion disparities; (b) testimony of individual women employees; (c) a report 
by a sociologist. 

▫ USSC held that Plaintiffs could not establish “even a single common question”
because they could not identify a common mode of exercising discretion that 
pervaded the entire company.

Stores were located in 50 states, subject to different regional policies
Class members held different types of jobs
Different types of employment decisions were involved  



Typicality – FRCP 23(a)(3)

• “The claims or defenses of the representative 
parties are typical of the claims or defenses of 
the class.”
▫ Named plaintiff’s claim should essentially be the 

same as class members’ claims
Claims should arise from the same course of conduct
Claims should be based on the same legal theory

▫ It is OK if there are differences in the amount of 
damages between named plaintiffs and unnamed 
class members

Adequacy – FRCP 23(a)(4) & 23(g)
• “The representative parties will fairly and adequately protect 

the interests of the class”
• Adequacy of class representative
▫ Class representatives interest must be aligned with the interests 

of the class as a whole (overlaps with typicality analysis)
▫ Class representative need not have a sophisticated understanding

of the law
• Adequacy of class counsel – see FRCP 23(g)
▫ In appointing counsel, court must consider several factors, 

including counsel’s experience handling class actions, expertise in 
the subject matter, and resources (including financial resources) 
to conduct the litigation vigorously.

▫ Inexperienced litigators, or those from non-profits, must
associate with an experienced class action firm

▫ Contact NACA or NCLC for referral



Requirements of FRCP 23(b)(3)
• Predominance – that the common questions of law or fact 

predominate over questions affecting only individual class members
▫ Cases based on standard forms generally will meet predominance 

requirement
▫ Cases based on fraud, misrepresentation, and deception are difficult 

because reliance is an inherently individual issue
▫ As long as common questions predominate as to liability, it is OK if class  

members do not have the same damages.
But note that there must be a fair and efficient way of determining how to 
apportion damages without having a series of mini-trials.

• Superiority – that a class action is superior to other available 
methods for fairly and efficiently adjudicating the controversy.
▫ The class action may be more efficient than multiple individual actions
▫ Class members may not vindicate their rights individually, because they 

are unaware of their rights, lack access to attorneys, or the case may only 
be economically viable as a class action

Class Actions Under the FDCPA
• FDCPA specifically contemplates class actions – see 15 U.S.C.  1692k

• Remedies include:
▫ Actual damages 
▫ Statutory damages of $1000 per defendant (for class reps)
▫ Class statutory damages, capped at $500,000 or 1% of the defendant’s 

net worth 
▫ Attorney’s fees

• Most class actions under the FDCPA are for statutory damages only, 
as it can be difficult to pursue actual damages on a class basis
▫ Exception if actual damages can be readily determined from defendant’s 

own records – e.g., Defendants routinely charged an unlawful fee

• No injunctive or declaratory relief under the FDCPA



Claims Suitable for Class Treatment
• Claims based on form collection letters, legal pleadings, or other 

uniform collection practices.

▫ E.g., debt collector sent a form collection letter stating that it would 
assume debt is valid unless debtor disputed debt “in writing” – FDCPA 
does not require a written dispute.  Camacho v. Bridgeport Financial 
Inc., 430 F.3d 1078 (9th Cir. 2005).

▫ E.g., debt collector filed suit seeking $250 penalty for bounced checks, 
but maximum penalty allowed by state law was $15 – violation of §
1692(f)(1).  Johnson v. Riddle, 305 F.3d 1107 (10th Cir. 2002).

▫ E.g., in a state where statute of limitations was 5 years for oral contracts 
and 10 years for written contracts, debt collectors that lacked copies of 
the written contracts routinely filed suit in cases that were more than 5 
years old and thus time-barred.  Ramirez v. Palisades Collection, 250 
F.R.D. 366 (N.D. Ill. 2008)

Claims NOT Suitable for Class 
Treatment
• Telephone harassment/abuse claims
▫ These are better brought as individual claims, especially 

when there are significant damages

• Claims involving too many individual issues or where the 
class is not ascertainable
▫ E.g., recent proposed nationwide class action against 

Midland Funding for filing time-barred debts.  Court held 
that the class was not ascertainable because it was too 
difficult to determine what statute of limitations applied to 
any particular claim.  Therefore, court would have to 
conduct mini-hearing in each class member’s case to 
determine whether they were members of the class.  Clavell 
v. Midland Funding (E.D. Pa. June 21, 2011).



Choosing Your Defendants
• Before filing suit, check to make sure your 

proposed defendant is financially viable.
▫ Is Defendant insured?
▫ Remember that class damages will be capped at 

1% of Defendant’s net worth.
▫ You may need to bring in additional defendants to 

maximize recovery, such as a law firm, a related 
corporate entity, or the owner of the collection 
agency.  However, this is not always possible or 
advisable.

▫ Consult experienced NACA members before filing.

Choosing Your Named Plaintiff(s)
• Named Plaintiffs must have claims typical of absent class 

members and otherwise be adequate class representatives.

• Named Plaintiffs should have an understanding of their 
obligations to absent class members and a desire to obtain the 
best possible relief for them.

• The best kind of Plaintiff is someone who wants to correct an 
injustice and is not in the case for the money.  (They are 
unlikely to recover a lot of money, anyway.)

• In addition, it is best if Plaintiffs are sympathetic to the court 
– for example, if they have a defense to the underlying debt or 
are elderly or disabled.



Maximizing Relief for the Class
• The proposed class should be defined as narrowly as 

possible -- no nationwide classes.
▫ Multiple statewide class actions will have a greater 

deterrent effect

• Consider naming multiple defendants in order to 
raise the statutory cap.

• Consider bringing concurrent state law claims, such 
as UDAP claims.
▫ State law claims are not subject to damage caps.
▫ State law claims also provide for injunctive relief.

Resources

• NCLC FDCPA Manual
• NCLC Class Actions Manual
• NACA – www.naca.net
• Co-counsel with experienced attorneys who have 

a class action practice and have expertise in the 
subject matter.
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DISCLAIMERDISCLAIMER

�� In light of the recent increase in public discussion  In light of the recent increase in public discussion  
concerning consumer class action issues,   the speaker concerning consumer class action issues,   the speaker 
specifically states that the instant presentation is an specifically states that the instant presentation is an 
expression of personal opinion concerning the subject expression of personal opinion concerning the subject 
matter discussed.matter discussed.

�� Any statements which may cast any party in a negative Any statements which may cast any party in a negative 
light do not constitute statements of fact of the speaker.light do not constitute statements of fact of the speaker.

�� Any disparaging remarks (i.e., a joke or expression of Any disparaging remarks (i.e., a joke or expression of 
sarcasm) concerning any party should be viewed in the sarcasm) concerning any party should be viewed in the 
context of the discussion and not in a manner which context of the discussion and not in a manner which 
would place the party in a false or negative light.   would place the party in a false or negative light.   



A. OVERVIEW OF THE FDCPAA. OVERVIEW OF THE FDCPA



1. Objectives of the FDCPA1. Objectives of the FDCPA

�� Pursuant to 15 USC 1692, Congress stated:               Pursuant to 15 USC 1692, Congress stated:               
“There is abundant evidence of the use of 
abusive, deceptive and unfair debt collection 
practices by many debt collectors.  Abusive debt 
collection practices contribute to a number of 
personal bankruptcies, to marital instability, to 
loss of jobs, and to invasions of individual 
privacy.”



The FDCPA as a Device to Protect The FDCPA as a Device to Protect 

the Free Market  the Free Market  

�� Congress created the Congress created the 

FDCPA (and all consumer FDCPA (and all consumer 

statutes) to protect the statutes) to protect the 

market economymarket economy……

�� Including the hypothetical  Including the hypothetical  

law abiding debt law abiding debt 

collector.collector.

�� The argument appeals to The argument appeals to 

even the most even the most 

conservative courtconservative court



2.The Two2.The Two--Prong Enforcement Prong Enforcement 

Scheme of the FDCPAScheme of the FDCPA

The FDCPA regulates debt collectors by:The FDCPA regulates debt collectors by:

1.1. Proscribing Proscribing ““badbad”” conduct both generally conduct both generally 

and in specific laundry list fashionand in specific laundry list fashion

2.2. Providing for consumer  rights to obtain Providing for consumer  rights to obtain 

““validationvalidation”” or or ““verificationverification”” of debts and of debts and 

directing the disclosure of such rights to directing the disclosure of such rights to 

the consumer by the debt collector.the consumer by the debt collector.



B. Debt Collector Conduct B. Debt Collector Conduct 

Restraints: Communications By Restraints: Communications By 

Debt CollectorDebt Collector



Communications With ConsumerCommunications With Consumer--

General Rules (Be Nice!)General Rules (Be Nice!)

�� No communications at unusual times or No communications at unusual times or 

places. places. 

�� Presumption: do not call between 9:00 pm Presumption: do not call between 9:00 pm 

and 8:00 am (Watch those outand 8:00 am (Watch those out--sourced sourced 

call centers in Sri Lanka!). 15 USC 1692c call centers in Sri Lanka!). 15 USC 1692c 

(a) (1)(a) (1)

�� No calls at funerals, hospitals and churchNo calls at funerals, hospitals and church



No Contact If There is An AttorneyNo Contact If There is An Attorney

�� If knowledge the consumer is represented If knowledge the consumer is represented 

by an attorney, debt collector may not by an attorney, debt collector may not 

contact unless the attorney fails to contact unless the attorney fails to 

respond in a respond in a ““reasonable timereasonable time”” period. 15 period. 15 

USC 1692c(a)(2)USC 1692c(a)(2)



Contacts at Work Are RestrictedContacts at Work Are Restricted

�� If the Debt Collector knows or has reason If the Debt Collector knows or has reason 

to know that employer prohibits calls. 15 to know that employer prohibits calls. 15 

UScUSc 1692 c(a)(3)1692 c(a)(3)

�� May be invoked by consumer telling the May be invoked by consumer telling the 

collector orally. collector orally. 



Contacts With ThirdContacts With Third--Parties Parties 

Severely RestrictedSeverely Restricted
15 USC 1692 c (b) provides:15 USC 1692 c (b) provides:

without the prior consent of the consumer 
given directly to the debt collector, or the 
express permission of a court of competent 
jurisdiction, or as reasonably necessary to 
effectuate a post judgment judicial remedy, 
a debt collector may not communicate, 
representation or means in connection with 
the collection of any debt. 



HYPOTHETICAL ONE: THE REAL HYPOTHETICAL ONE: THE REAL 

ESTATE CLOSING SNAFU ESTATE CLOSING SNAFU 

�� Client, Chris Consumer, owes $10k to Monster Client, Chris Consumer, owes $10k to Monster 

MastercardMastercard, which hires Wolverine Acceptance to , which hires Wolverine Acceptance to 

collectcollect

�� After several nasty telephone calls, Chris decides After several nasty telephone calls, Chris decides 

to refinance her house through to refinance her house through AmerilessAmeriless

Mortgage to get rid of Wolverine.Mortgage to get rid of Wolverine.

�� AmerilessAmeriless MortgageMortgage-- during underwritingduring underwriting-- calls calls 

Wolverine and gets information re. the debt.  Wolverine and gets information re. the debt.  



Exception to ThirdException to Third--party Gag Rule: party Gag Rule: 

Locator ActivitiesLocator Activities

�� Debt collector may contact thirdDebt collector may contact third--parties to parties to 

locate debtor. 15 USC 1692 blocate debtor. 15 USC 1692 b

�� Not surprisingly, debt collectors like to use Not surprisingly, debt collectors like to use 

the exception the exception 

�� Nothing better than calling Mom & Dad Nothing better than calling Mom & Dad 

about their childabout their child’’s debts s debts 



Locator RulesLocator Rules-- Step by StepStep by Step

First Step: Debt Collector Does Not First Step: Debt Collector Does Not 

Volunteer InformationVolunteer Information
Any debt collector communicating with any person 
other than the consumer for the purpose of 
acquiring location information about the 
consumer shall—

(1) identify himself, state that he is confirming or 
correcting location information concerning the 
consumer, and, only if expressly requested, 
identify his employer;



Step Two: Never mention the D Step Two: Never mention the D 

WordWord

� (2) not state that such consumer owes 
any debt;



Step Three: Once Means OnceStep Three: Once Means Once

(3) not communicate with any such person 
more than once unless requested to do so 
by such person or unless the debt 
collector reasonably believes that the 
earlier response of such person is 
erroneous or incomplete and that such 
person now has correct or complete 
location information;



Step Three: No Locator Activity if Step Three: No Locator Activity if 

There is An AttorneyThere is An Attorney

(6) after the debt collector knows the 
consumer is represented by an attorney 
with regard to the subject debt and has 
knowledge of, or can readily ascertain, 
such attorney’s name and address, not 
communicate with any person other than 
that attorney



HYPOTHETICAL TWO: HYPOTHETICAL TWO: ““Faux Faux 

LocatorLocator”” SchemeScheme

�� Chris Consumer is still being pursued by Chris Consumer is still being pursued by 
Wolverine. She speaks to a John Steele at Wolverine. She speaks to a John Steele at 
Wolverine @ 3:00PM on Tuesday after he Wolverine @ 3:00PM on Tuesday after he 
called her house.called her house.

�� Steele calls two neighbors in San Marco at Steele calls two neighbors in San Marco at 
4:00pm 4:00pm ““looking for Chris.looking for Chris.””

�� Steele calls two credit references at 4:10 Steele calls two credit references at 4:10 
pm pm ““looking for Chris.looking for Chris.””



Right to Say Right to Say ““Enough is EnoughEnough is Enough””

�� Consumers have an absolute right to Consumers have an absolute right to 

terminate debt collector communications. terminate debt collector communications. 

15 USC 1692 c 15 USC 1692 c 

�� Consumer may either send a written Consumer may either send a written 

notice:notice:

1.1. To cease communications; To cease communications; oror

2.2. That the Consumer refuses to pay.That the Consumer refuses to pay.



HYPOTHETICAL THREE: The Spike HYPOTHETICAL THREE: The Spike 

LetterLetter

�� Chris is feed up. On May 10, 2005, she Chris is feed up. On May 10, 2005, she 

sends a one line letter to Wolverine that sends a one line letter to Wolverine that 

reads: reads: ““I refuse to pay.I refuse to pay.””

�� On May 30, 2005, Wolverine sends a letter On May 30, 2005, Wolverine sends a letter 

that offers a that offers a ““oneone--time offer to settletime offer to settle”” the the 

claim for $5,000 (Chris has a collection of claim for $5,000 (Chris has a collection of 

six such letters!!!). six such letters!!!). 



C. Debt Collector Conduct C. Debt Collector Conduct 

Restraints: Proscription Against Restraints: Proscription Against 

Harassment, Oppression & Abuse Harassment, Oppression & Abuse 



General Proscription of General Proscription of ““BadBad””

ConductConduct

15 USC 1692 d provides:

A debt collector may not engage in any 
conduct the natural consequence of which 
is to harass, oppress, or abuse any person 
in connection with the collection of a debt.



Laundry List of Commonsensical  Laundry List of Commonsensical  

NoNo--NosNos

�� No threats of force or violenceNo threats of force or violence

�� No obscene or profane language No obscene or profane language 

�� No publication of No publication of ““debt beatdebt beat”” listslists

�� No advertisement of debt for saleNo advertisement of debt for sale

�� No repeated/constant telephone callsNo repeated/constant telephone calls

�� No telephone calls without No telephone calls without ““meaningful meaningful 

disclosuredisclosure”” of identity  of identity  



HYPOTHETICAL FOUR: The HYPOTHETICAL FOUR: The 

Stalking CollectorStalking Collector

�� Chris starts to get about 20 telephone Chris starts to get about 20 telephone 

calls from a number owned by Wolverine calls from a number owned by Wolverine 

(per Caller Id)(per Caller Id)

�� The The ““callercaller”” hangs up each time hangs up each time 

�� Chris learns that Wolverine is using a Chris learns that Wolverine is using a 

predictive dialing system.predictive dialing system.



Debt Collector Conduct Debt Collector Conduct 

Restraints: Proscription Against Restraints: Proscription Against 

DeceptionDeception



General Rule Against LyingGeneral Rule Against Lying

15 USC 1692 e provides:

A debt collector may not use any false, 
deceptive, or misleading representation or 
means in connection with the collection of 
any debt.



Laundry List of Lying OffensesLaundry List of Lying Offenses

Debt collector may not make a false Debt collector may not make a false 

representation :representation :

1.1. that debt collector is with the government  that debt collector is with the government  

(e.g., a police officer, state attorney etc)(e.g., a police officer, state attorney etc)

2.2. as to the character, amount or legal status of as to the character, amount or legal status of 

any debtany debt

3.3. the  services or compensation of the debt the  services or compensation of the debt 

collectorcollector



The Easy StuffThe Easy Stuff

4. that the debt collector is an attorney 4. that the debt collector is an attorney 
when he/she is not;when he/she is not;

5. that the non5. that the non--payment of a debt will payment of a debt will 
subject the debtor to arrest or his subject the debtor to arrest or his 
property to seizureproperty to seizure

6. that the consumer committed any crime 6. that the consumer committed any crime 
or other conduct in order to disgrace the or other conduct in order to disgrace the 
consumerconsumer



A Sure WinnerA Sure Winner



False Threats to ReportFalse Threats to Report

8. communicating or threatening to 8. communicating or threatening to 

communicate information to any person communicate information to any person 

which should be known to be false, which should be known to be false, 

including that the debt is disputed. 15 USC including that the debt is disputed. 15 USC 

1692e (8)1692e (8)



““Times UpTimes Up””: Dealing With Stale : Dealing With Stale 

Debt IssuesDebt Issues

�� Debt scavengers are increasingly buying out of Debt scavengers are increasingly buying out of 
statute debts (because they are real, real statute debts (because they are real, real 
cheap).cheap).

�� Courts differ on whether collection of timeCourts differ on whether collection of time--
barred debts is violation of FDCPA as barred debts is violation of FDCPA as 
misrepresentation of misrepresentation of ““charactercharacter”” of debts. See, of debts. See, 
KimberKimber v. Federal Finance, 668 F. Supp. 1480 v. Federal Finance, 668 F. Supp. 1480 
(MD Ala 1987); contra, (MD Ala 1987); contra, FreyermuthFreyermuth v. Credit v. Credit 
Bureau, 248 F. 3Bureau, 248 F. 3rdrd 767 (8767 (8thth Cir 2001) [no FDCPA Cir 2001) [no FDCPA 
violation unless threat of suit] violation unless threat of suit] 



HYPOTHETICAL FIVE: HYPOTHETICAL FIVE: ““So sue So sue 

meme…”…”

�� Our hero, Chris Consumer, gets a call from  Our hero, Chris Consumer, gets a call from  

Steele at Wolverine. Steele says that she needs Steele at Wolverine. Steele says that she needs 

to pay the debt. Chris says to pay the debt. Chris says ““sorry.sorry.””

�� Same as above, except that Steele says that Same as above, except that Steele says that 

““the matter is going up to legal ASAP.the matter is going up to legal ASAP.””

�� And quips, And quips, ““it does not matter to me lady, you it does not matter to me lady, you 

will have to pay me for each hour I spend on will have to pay me for each hour I spend on 

this.this.””



HYPOTHETICAL FIVE CONTINUED:  HYPOTHETICAL FIVE CONTINUED:  

““And I will take your little dog And I will take your little dog 

tootoo…”…”
�� Steele (not be deterred by the word Steele (not be deterred by the word ““nono””) ) 

calls back and says he just talked to their calls back and says he just talked to their 

lawyers and he wants to let Chris know lawyers and he wants to let Chris know 

that they will take Christhat they will take Chris’’ home in Miami home in Miami 

and will garnish her wages and will garnish her wages next week.next week.

�� Chris is a single mom of an 8 and 4 year Chris is a single mom of an 8 and 4 year 

old who gets no support.old who gets no support.



HYPOTHETICAL FIVE CONTINUEDHYPOTHETICAL FIVE CONTINUED--

““Shame on you, shame on meShame on you, shame on me””

�� Steele goes to lunch, has a chance to think Steele goes to lunch, has a chance to think 
about getting into Chrisabout getting into Chris’’ headhead……

�� Steele calls Chris and says that borrowing Steele calls Chris and says that borrowing 
money on a credit card without repaying is money on a credit card without repaying is 
““fraud.fraud.””

�� Tells Chris that Monster Tells Chris that Monster MastercardMastercard is a is a ““federal federal 
bankbank”” which will which will ““cause her trouble in court.cause her trouble in court.””

�� Chris remembers that she last used the card in Chris remembers that she last used the card in 
1990 & did not owe anything. She tells Steele 1990 & did not owe anything. She tells Steele 
that she does not owe anything..that she does not owe anything..



�� Steele says that it is going on her credit Steele says that it is going on her credit 

file file ““that afternoon.that afternoon.””

�� Wolverine does not report Wolverine does not report any accountsany accounts
to the to the CRAsCRAs..



Disclosure RequirementDisclosure Requirement-- ““Tell them  Tell them  

who who yaya are!are!””

15 USC 1692e (11) makes a false or deceptive act:

the failure to disclose in the initial written 
communication with the consumer and, in addition, if the 
initial communication with the consumer is oral, in that 
initial oral communication, that the debt collector is 
attempting to collect a debt and that any information 
obtained will be used for that purpose, and the failure to 
disclose in subsequent communications that the 
communication is from a debt collector, except that this 
paragraph shall not apply to a formal pleading made in 
connection with a legal action.



Debt Collector Conduct Debt Collector Conduct 

Restraints: Proscription Against Restraints: Proscription Against 

Unfair & Unconscionable ActsUnfair & Unconscionable Acts



General Prohibition Against Unfair General Prohibition Against Unfair 

& Unconscionable Acts& Unconscionable Acts

�� The drafters of the FDCPA were careful to The drafters of the FDCPA were careful to 

provide broad prohibitionsprovide broad prohibitions-- coupled with a coupled with a 

laundry list of bad actslaundry list of bad acts-- to make it difficult to make it difficult 

for a debt collector to arguefor a debt collector to argue……

�� ““What is not prohibited is allowedWhat is not prohibited is allowed””



Gordon Gordon GeekoGeeko is wrongis wrong…… Greed is Greed is 

Not Good (under the FDCPA)Not Good (under the FDCPA)

First in the laundry list under 15 USC 1692 f 
(1):

The collection of any amount (including 
any interest, fee, charge, or expense 
incidental to the principal obligation) 
unless such amount is expressly 
authorized by the agreement.



�� Includes:Includes:

1.1. Dishonored check charges in excess of Dishonored check charges in excess of 

statutory limit.statutory limit.

2.2. NonNon--contractual collection charges& contractual collection charges& 

interestinterest



Restrictions on Use of ChecksRestrictions on Use of Checks-- Rule Rule 

11

Under 15 USC 1692, the collector may not:

accept from any person of a check or other 
payment instrument postdated by more than 
five days unless such person is notified in 
writing of the debt collector’s intent to deposit 
such check or instrument not more than ten nor 
less than three business days prior to such 
deposit.



Restrictions on Use of ChecksRestrictions on Use of Checks-- Rule Rule 

22

� (7) The false representation or implication 
that the consumer the solicitation by a 
debt collector of any postdated check or 
other postdated payment instrument for 
the purpose of threatening or instituting 
criminal prosecution.



Restrictions on Use of ChecksRestrictions on Use of Checks-- Rule Rule 

33

� Depositing or threatening to deposit any 
postdated check or other postdated 
payment instrument prior to the date on 
such check or instrument.



Restraints on Filing of Legal Actions Restraints on Filing of Legal Actions 

By Debt CollectorsBy Debt Collectors

Any debt collector who brings any legal action 
on a debt against any consumer shall—

(1) in the case of an action to enforce an interest 
in real property securing the consumer’s 
obligation, bring such action only in a judicial 
district or similar legal entity in which such real

property is located….

(Good enough!)



The Venue TrapThe Venue Trap

� in the case of an action not involving real estate, 
the debt collector may bring such action only in 
the judicial district or similar legal entity—

� (A) in which such consumer signed the contract 
sued upon;

� or

� (B) in which such consumer resides at the 
commencement of the action



HYPOTHETICAL SIX: HYPOTHETICAL SIX: ““Welcome to Welcome to 

the neighborhoodthe neighborhood””

�� Steele hires Mike Steele hires Mike MercMerc, Esq. an attorney in , Esq. an attorney in 
Miami to file a collection lawsuit against Chris, Miami to file a collection lawsuit against Chris, 
who lived in Dade County until Sept 1. and has who lived in Dade County until Sept 1. and has 
since moved to Broward Countysince moved to Broward County

�� Steele files a lawsuit against Chris in Dade Steele files a lawsuit against Chris in Dade 
County on Dec. 1County on Dec. 1

�� Served Chris in Palm Beach County on Dec. 15Served Chris in Palm Beach County on Dec. 15

�� Chris opened the account over the telephone Chris opened the account over the telephone 
many years ago while living in Dade.  many years ago while living in Dade.  



State Law Restraints on Telephone State Law Restraints on Telephone 

Recording Recording 

�� According to one survey, 36 states allow According to one survey, 36 states allow 
recording of if one party consents (i.e., the recording of if one party consents (i.e., the 
client).  For a summary of state law see client).  For a summary of state law see 
http://www.rcfp.org/taping/http://www.rcfp.org/taping/..

�� In those states requiring twoIn those states requiring two--party consent, the party consent, the 
penalties for nonpenalties for non--compliance are severe. As an compliance are severe. As an 
example, in Florida, the act is a felony and one example, in Florida, the act is a felony and one 
debt collector retaliated by filing a state law debt collector retaliated by filing a state law 
claim against a Michigan consumer (where it claim against a Michigan consumer (where it 
was legal) was legal) 



Evidence PreservationEvidence Preservation



Know and Live By Your State LawKnow and Live By Your State Law

�� If you canIf you can’’t tape without the consent of t tape without the consent of 

the debt collector, tell the client not to. the debt collector, tell the client not to. 

�� Tell the client repeatedly.Tell the client repeatedly.

�� In writing.   In writing.   



Answering Machines & Voice MailAnswering Machines & Voice Mail

�� Messages left voluntarily by the debt Messages left voluntarily by the debt 

collector are fair game.collector are fair game.

�� Equip the client with an inexpensive Equip the client with an inexpensive 

recording machine ($29 at Office Depot)recording machine ($29 at Office Depot)

�� Repeat the warning about taping when Repeat the warning about taping when 

necessary.  necessary.  



Maintenance of Client LogsMaintenance of Client Logs

�� Clients should be instructed to keep a log Clients should be instructed to keep a log 

of all future collection calls by the phone.of all future collection calls by the phone.

�� Dates, time of day, who was the caller and Dates, time of day, who was the caller and 

contemporaneous verbatim notes of the contemporaneous verbatim notes of the 

callscalls



Remedies for FDCPA Remedies for FDCPA 

TransgressionsTransgressions



Statutory DamagesStatutory Damages

�� Up to $1,000Up to $1,000

�� Not per violation. Not per violation. ��



““Actual DamagesActual Damages””

�� Not defined eitherNot defined either……..

�� Depending on the jurist, can include Depending on the jurist, can include 

““softie softie feeliesfeelies”” or intangible harm for pain or intangible harm for pain 

& suffering etc.& suffering etc.



Litigation ExpenseLitigation Expense

�� Attorney fees & costs to consumer only.Attorney fees & costs to consumer only.

�� State Offer of Judgments to not shift fees State Offer of Judgments to not shift fees 

as a result of federal preemption . as a result of federal preemption . 



Actual Damage Cases = WorkActual Damage Cases = Work

�� Actual nonActual non--economic damage claims (i.e., the economic damage claims (i.e., the 
typical harassment case) will involve:typical harassment case) will involve:

1.1. Real trial lawyer skillsReal trial lawyer skills-- stuff like depositions stuff like depositions 
and the like.and the like.

2.2. Proof of damages through expertsProof of damages through experts

3.3. Problems of proof (especially in telephone Problems of proof (especially in telephone 
abuse cases in twoabuse cases in two--party consent states)party consent states)

4.4. Difficult to fix value Difficult to fix value 

5.5. Costs (for depositions, travel etc.)Costs (for depositions, travel etc.)



A CAVEATA CAVEAT



SLAPP LawsuitsSLAPP Lawsuits

““ strategic lawsuits against public strategic lawsuits against public 
participationparticipation”” (SLAPP) are lawsuits that (SLAPP) are lawsuits that 
masquerade as ordinary lawsuits but are masquerade as ordinary lawsuits but are 
brought to deter common citizens from brought to deter common citizens from 
exercising their political or legal rights or exercising their political or legal rights or 
to punish them for doing so.to punish them for doing so.””

Mello v. Great Seneca Financial Corp.Mello v. Great Seneca Financial Corp.

526 F.Supp.2d 1024526 F.Supp.2d 1024
(C.D.Cal.,2007).(C.D.Cal.,2007).



And sanctionsAnd sanctions

On October 11, 2001, pursuant to a motion filed by Riddle, tOn October 11, 2001, pursuant to a motion filed by Riddle, the he 
district court imposed sanctions against Edelman, finding that district court imposed sanctions against Edelman, finding that 
Edelman Edelman ““was trying to extort money from Riddle by saying it would was trying to extort money from Riddle by saying it would 
go away for $3000, even though it could not have believed that igo away for $3000, even though it could not have believed that its ts 
overshadowing argument had any chance of success in court.overshadowing argument had any chance of success in court.””
Further, the court found that Edelman's Further, the court found that Edelman's ““actions in threatening to actions in threatening to 
file a baseless suit and opposing the motion for summary judgmenfile a baseless suit and opposing the motion for summary judgment t 
as to the overshadowing claim were objectively and subjectively as to the overshadowing claim were objectively and subjectively 
egregious and multiplied the proceedings unreasonably and egregious and multiplied the proceedings unreasonably and 
vexatiouslyvexatiously..””

Riddle & Associates, P.C. v. KellyRiddle & Associates, P.C. v. Kelly
414 F.3d 832414 F.3d 832
(7th Cir. 2005)(7th Cir. 2005)



To Tag a Consumer Lawyer is To Tag a Consumer Lawyer is 

Nothing More than Sport Nothing More than Sport 

Debt collectors will use:Debt collectors will use:

1.1. Rule 11Rule 11

2.2. Bad faith filing provision of 15 USC Bad faith filing provision of 15 USC 

Section 1692 k Section 1692 k 



A sobering example~ filing an FDCPA Lawsuit on a A sobering example~ filing an FDCPA Lawsuit on a 

Direct TV Civil Theft Collection LetterDirect TV Civil Theft Collection Letter

�� Therefore, even if Parker had reasonably inquired into the factuTherefore, even if Parker had reasonably inquired into the factual and legal al and legal 
sufficiency of the May 17, 2007 complaint, as of May 21, 2007, Psufficiency of the May 17, 2007 complaint, as of May 21, 2007, Parker knew arker knew 
or should have known that the complaint contained no factual or or should have known that the complaint contained no factual or legal basis legal basis 
for relief. Yet Parker has failed to respond during the interim for relief. Yet Parker has failed to respond during the interim two months by two months by 
withdrawing the complaint or accepting Defendant's proposed settwithdrawing the complaint or accepting Defendant's proposed settlement. lement. 
This inaction exposes Parker to sanctions. This inaction exposes Parker to sanctions. RunfolaRunfola & Assoc., Inc. v. & Assoc., Inc. v. 
Spectrum Reporting II, Inc.,Spectrum Reporting II, Inc., 88 F.3d 368, 37388 F.3d 368, 373--74 (6th Cir.1996)74 (6th Cir.1996) (The (The 
““gravamangravaman of of Rule 11Rule 11 [is not in] the filing of the claim that eventually turns [is not in] the filing of the claim that eventually turns 
out to be meritless, but rather the persistence in pursuing thatout to be meritless, but rather the persistence in pursuing that claim after claim after 
the pleader has or should have become aware of its lack of meritthe pleader has or should have become aware of its lack of merit..””). ). 
Accordingly, the court will award Accordingly, the court will award Rule 11Rule 11 sanctions against Parker in the sanctions against Parker in the 
form of Defendant's attorneys' fees and costs unnecessarily incuform of Defendant's attorneys' fees and costs unnecessarily incurred in rred in 
defending this action.defending this action.

GrimardGrimard v. Palmer, v. Palmer, ReiflerReifler and Associates, P.A.and Associates, P.A.
,2007 WL 2221396,2007 WL 2221396
(E.D.Mich.,2007).(E.D.Mich.,2007).



A cornucopia of other examples A cornucopia of other examples 

(over 123 (over 123 reportedreported decisions and decisions and 

counting)counting)

�� Wilkinson v. Wells Fargo Bank Minn., N.A.Wilkinson v. Wells Fargo Bank Minn., N.A., 2008 WL 681810, 2008 WL 681810

(7(7thth Cir. 2008)Cir. 2008)-- sanctions for suing original creditorsanctions for suing original creditor

�� O'Brien v. Valley Forge Specialized Educ. Services, O'Brien v. Valley Forge Specialized Educ. Services, 173 173 Fed.AppxFed.Appx. 977. 977

(3(3rdrd Cir. 2006) Cir. 2006) –– sanctions for filing case contrary to sanctions for filing case contrary to RookerRooker--FeldmanFeldman

�� Carter v. Daniels, Carter v. Daniels, 91 91 Fed.AppxFed.Appx. 83 (10. 83 (10thth Cir.2004)Cir.2004)-- threat of sanctions after lawsuit threat of sanctions after lawsuit 

against state court judges dismissed.against state court judges dismissed.

�� Ellis v. CAC Financial Corp., Ellis v. CAC Financial Corp., 6 6 Fed.AppxFed.Appx. 765 (10. 765 (10thth Cir.2001)Cir.2001)-- review of sanctions review of sanctions 

after consumer improperly challenged state court collection judgafter consumer improperly challenged state court collection judgment in FDCPA ment in FDCPA 

lawsuit lawsuit 



D. ConclusionD. Conclusion
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